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 0, get out the ned set and check out this episode with no commercials and in as high quality as we can provide you by getting the premium membership from our sponsor Biggie Gamer. nah its the high speed guy. podcast powerpressplaylist ned kitbashing ned is coming in the early and i don’t mean late. episode 76 is live and in the premium version of today’s show. oh, and the show has been delayed
by just about 20 minutes so this takes us to about half way through ned’s tenure as captain of the wrecking crew. here is the playlist for episode 75. ned is about to set sail in his first real “official” campaign as captain of the wrecking crew. he is going to lose 3 sailors. he is going to be living on an island with no supplies and the first thing he wants to do is see if he can get an ax out of that locker. he is
also going to have to figure out how to kill a dragon. comment of the day: dave from strouthfink over at strouthfink.com said: “I wish the comments were done as quickly as the audio.” we get that a lot too. and if you are the kind of person who listens to the audio podcasts in the car and listen while doing errands, sometimes you get to the comment part and then you have to say something or you will

never finish the show. as for your comment, our audio engineer kicks the comments off when he is done recording and then puts together the whole show, sends it to us for editing, and then sends the show off to the server to record the show. it is an enormous time commitment for him. and since most of the work is done before he even starts recording he has to be as efficient as possible. as far as the
comment part is concerned, i think you have to be patient. i usually know about 30 seconds before the show goes out live that i am going to be talking a little bit about the comment part of the podcast. so you can get some idea of what we are talking about. and you will definitely get the closing as soon as we go out live. please bear in mind that the comment part of the show is not done for feedback or

anything like that. we would love to get feedback. we are not going out of our 520fdb1ae7
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